GRAVITY STATION: 1894 Station Nord building 19

Coordinates (° ' "): 81 35 50 -16 39 25
Gravity value (mGal):
Elevation (m):
Monumentation:

1894 - Station Nord. Temporary KMS Ashtech GPS antenna location on roof of Building 19 (transient quarters), located next to the apron (GPS name: "NORD"). Point at the center line of the roof, 58 cm from the W (entrance) end, antenna phase centre 22 cm above roof ridge line. Unmarked. The point is at the roof level (i.e., antenna height of 22 cm used in processing).

GFY - Station Nord. Temporary Trimble GPS antenna location on top of signpost behind Building 19. Used by Geophysical Institute, University of Copenhagen (GFY) as reference antenna for ice sheet activities and support for Nares Strait GPS campaign (also named "NORD" in GPS files).